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Mr. Lee Thomas
Administrator
US Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C 20460
Dear Mr. Thomas:
in the spring to 1987, you asked the Science Advisory Board to
provide you with advice on ways to improve strategic research
planning at EPA. Today we are transmitting to you the results of our
investigation. This Report of the Research Strategies Committee has
drawn upon the expertise of nearly fifty nationally-recognized
scientists, engineers, and administrators in government, industry,
academia, and environmental organizations.
We believe that this country's overall approach for protecting
human health and the environment must evolve in response to
changing circumstances, and that EPA's strategy for R&D must evolve
to reflect that new approach. in essence, we are recommending that
the Agency emphasize the prevention of pollution as its primary goal.
This expansion of EPA's traditional role is necessary if we are to
harness the energy and resources of Federal, state, and local
governments, the private sector, and individual families in a national
effort to reduce the hec:tlth and environmental risks facing us in the
1990s and beyond.
This report, together with its five detailed appendices, provides
clear guidance for shaping the strong environmental research
program needed to reduce future risk. The recommendations
described here, if implemented, would facilitate the successful
conduct of that research.
We appreciate the opportunity to have conducted this study, and
we look forward to a formal response from the Agency on the advice
provided here.
Finally, we want to express our appreciation for the assistance
we received from Tom Super of your immediate office and from the
staff of the Science Advisory Board. All were instrumental in helping
us prepare this report. We are very grateful for their efforts.
Sincerely,
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Alvin L. Aim
Chair, Research Strategies Committee
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Norton Nelson\\
-Chair, Executive l Committee
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CHAPTER
ONE

Executive
Summary

The Fundamental
Importance of Research
and Development
The ongoing niltional debate over the
direction of U.S. environmental
policy rarely focuses on the basic
technical understanding that allows
environmental problems to be
identified and solved in the first
place. Without a substantial
investment in research and
development, we would not
understand the processes and
practices that cause pollution, the
means by which it is transported, the
mechanisms of human exposure, the
kinds of risks that pollution poses, or
potential ways to reduce those risks.
Without our knowledge base, we
would be like those people in the
Middle Ages who could not correlate
lack of sanitation with mortahty.
Fundamentallv, most
environmental c'ontaminants are the
inadvertent byproducts of a
scientifically sophisticated and
technologically advanced sOCIety;
they can only be controlled throu?h
the application of the same sClentlfIc
and technological skills. Our success
at protecting public health and
environmental quality in the modern
world will be measured by the extent
to which we understand and manage
those human activities that can affect
the environment both for better and
for worse. We must have the
technical capacity to anticipate
environmental problems, whether
those problems are birth defects
caused by chemical exposures or
changes in the global climate. We
must be able to estimate the k1l1ds
and degrees of environment.11 risk,

whether such risk is posed to
segments of populations or to large
ecosystems. And we must have the
ability to define the most practical
and efficient solutions to our
environmental problems, whether
those solutions are high-temperature
combustion technologies for the
incineration of wastes or the
increased use of carpools and mass
transit to reduce air pollution.
The longer we remain ignoran~ of
environmental problems and their
possible solutions, the greater the
risk of adverse consequences to
human health and environmental
quality. Without our past and
continuing research, we would not
understand how seriously our
children's intelligence and behavior
can be damaged by lead
contamination. We would not know
that stratospheric ozone depletion is
threatening the protective layer that
shields the earth from the sun's
ultraviolet rays. We would not
understand the nature of the health
risk posed by the naturally-occurring
radon that sometimes seeps 1I1to
people's homes. Even more
important, without scientific research
we would not have undertaken the
different kinds of control actions that
already have begun to reduce risk in
these---and many other-areas.
Moreover, past environmental
R&D efforts have provl'n to be very
good investments. For example, the
new technologies that EPA has
developed to treat wastewater and
dispose of hazardous wastes have led
to substantial reductions in the cost
of controlling pollution. If we are to

continue enjoying the entlrmOLiS
health, environment"l, and economic
benefits of envirunmental research,
then our reseiHch investment~ must
be guided by a comprehensive
strategy that defines the most
efficien t and cust-effecti ve
approaches to reducing
environmental rish in the future.
In order to reduce envirunmental
pollution and its associated risks to
public health and welfare, we use
many tools--national environmental
standards, control technology
requirements, and enforcement
procedures. But none ot those tools
can be used effectively until research
has characterized the environmental
problem at hand and helped define
and develop the possible cuntrols.
Thus research is the most
fundamental of the tools that
promote environmental quality.
Without the strong scientific and
technical knowledge that results from
research and development programs,
standard-setting would not be
possible, control technologies would
not exist, and there would be
nothing to enforce.
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The Research Strategies
Committee

As part of its review, the members
of the Committee prepared detailed
docurneIlt~ in five specific research
areas:

Recognizing the overriding
importance of research and
development, EPA Administrator Lee
Thomas asked the Science Advisory
Board (SAB) to establish a special
committee to advise him on ways to
improve strategic research planning
at EPA. The Administrator was
concerned about an apparent
imbalance between the Agency's
short-term, program-related research
and its longer-term, basic research.
He sensed that EPA's immediate
regulatory needs were driving its
research and development efforts,
while longer-term research equally
important to achieving EPA's overall
risk reduction goals was being
neglected. Consequently, he asked
the SAB for an independent,
objective assessment of EPA's
long-term research needs, and advice
on how to incorporate those needs
into EPA's research planning
process.
The Research Strategies Committee
of the SAB was created in response
to the Administrator's request.
Headed by Al AIm, former Deputy
Administrator of EPA, and composed
of nationally-recognized scientists,
engineers, and managers with broad
experience in environmental
research, the Committee reviewed
EPA's R&D program in the context of
the nation's continuing need tu
understand environmental pollution
and the risks it poses to human
health and ecological systems.

• Sources, Transport, and Fate;
• Exposure Assessment;
• Ecological EHects;
• Human Health Effects; and
• Risk Reduction.
Among other things, those
documents suggest directions to EPA
for planning and implementing the
environmental research needed by
this countrv in the 1990s and
beyond. F~rthermorc, they describe
specific types of resea rch tha t EPA
should undertake in order to protect
public health and environmental
quality over the lung term.
This summary report to the EPA
Administrator is derived mainly from
the more detailed findings and
recommendations contained in the
five Committee documents, which
are listed as appendices on the inside
back cover uf this report. The five
individual documents containing the
complete findings of the Research
Strategies Committee can be ordered
from EPA's Science Advisory Board.

Conclusions
The Envirunmental l'rotectil)J1
Agency is usually understood to be a
regulatory agency. EPA Indeed has
the responsibility to regulate a Wide
range of sources-large and small,
mubile and station.:lry-that emit
pollutants into the environment. In
the past, the Agency typically has.
fulfilled its regulatory responsibilIties
by mandating certain kinds ot .
controls to capture pollutants betort~
they escape into and contaminate the
environment.
However, the Research Strategies
Committee believes that EPA is more
than a regulatory agency. EPA is alsu
a research agency responsible, along
with other Federal agencies such JS
the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences, for
defining the nature of-and possible
solutions to-the nation's
environmental problems. EPA is a
technology transfer agency
responsible for sharing with industry
and state and local governments all
the information, training, and
technology needed throughout the
coun try to protect the environment.
EPA is an education agency
responsible for teaching people how
their individual actions can
sometimes degrade-or protect-the
environment. All these functions
depend on a strong R&D program to
identify and characterize
environmental problems and develop
effective solutions.
Based on this fundamental belief
that EPA is a multi-faceted agency
with diverse responsibilities, the
Research Strategies Committee
concludes that EPA needs to reshape
its strategy for addressing
environmental problems in the next
decade and beyond. In addition to
the current emphasis on
Federally-mandated controls that are

put in place to clean up pollutants

ajter they have been generated, the
Agency must develop a strategy that
emphasizes the reduction of
pollution bejore it is generated. 1-\
strategic shift in emphasis from
control and clean-up to anticipdtion
and prevention is absolutely essential
to our future physical,
environmental, and economic health.
Over the first 18 years of its
existence, EPA has tended to
emphasize the use of pollution
control equipment to red uce health
and environmental risks. That
approach, commonly called "end-ofpipe" control, was appropnate
considering the kinds of
.
environmental problems that taced
the nation in the 1970s, and the
kinds of environment.Ji laws th,lt
were enacted during the 1970s.
The approach was predicated on a
number of facturs, including the
notion that "the polluter pays". That
is, the person/organixation
responsible for the problem should
bear the brunt of correcting the
problem. Fur example, for the.
nationwide control of automobiles,
powerplants, refineries, and
municipal wastewater, Federallymandated end-of-pipe controls were
sensible, targeted, relatively efficient,
and reasonably cost-effective, and
such controls will continue to play an
important role in our future.
environmental protection eftorts.
As we move into the 19905,
however, our strategy for reducing
environmental and health risks must
evolve in response to changing
circumstances. For one thing, we are
discovering environmental
contamination in our homes--e.g.,
radon-and in the stratospheree.g., chlorotluorocarbons-that are
not emitted by "pipes" in the
traditional sense. Some kinds of
environmental contamination, such

as run off from farms and
constructiun ;,ites, are decentralized
and therefure nut amenable to
Federal command-und-control solutions. And because su many new or
residual envirllllmental problems,
such as indoor air pollution and
ground-level ozone, are linked to
thousands-if not milliuns-of small
sources of pollution, traditional
approaches to pollution control are
not likely to be as etfectlve In the
future as they have been in the past.
Furthermore, we have learned that
traditional end-of-pipe con trois have
tended to muvt' pollution frum one
environmental medium tll another,
not eliminate it. Fur example, air and
water pollutants captured at the e~d
of the pipe usually are disposed ot
on land. However, land disposal of
hazardous pullutants now is being
curtailed, and land disposal of
non-toxic wastes is increasingly
constrained by a scarcity of disposal
sites. The shrinkage of our land
disposal capacity will limit the
.
shifting of pollutants between media,
thus forcing us to find alternatives to
end-of-pipe controls.
There is a further reason wh v we
will have to augment our traditional
approaches to pollution control with
innovative alternatives. Despite the
success of our past efforts, some
pollutant loadings are still too high,
and they are overwhelming the
capacity of the environment to
assimilate them. For example, since
their introduction in the early 1970s,
factory-installed controls on
automobile exhausts have proven to
be an effective way of reducing the
air pollutants-like carbon monoxide
(CO) and volatile organic compounds
(VOCs)-emitted by individual cars.
However, total loadings of CO and
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VOCs still pose environmental
problems in milny parts uf the
country, beciluse the total number of
cars, and the total number of miles
they are driven, have increased
substantially since 1970.
Finally, we have to develop a new
environmental protection strategy to
address future environmental
problems that may not be as
reversible as past forms of air and
water pollution. We may not be able
to add ozone, or subtract carbon
dioxide, from the upper atmosphere,
no matter how much risk is posed by
stratospheric ozone depletion or
global \-varming trends. We will find
it extremely difficult to replace
estuarine ecosystems, and impossible
to replace species of plants ilnd
animals, if they are losl. Clearly, the
magnitude of these risks requires
that we develop Jnd maintain a
national environmental strategy that
emphasizes prevention, because, in
some cases, we will not be able to act
after the fact.
Besides working to improve the
end-of-pipe controls we have relied
on in the past, this country has to
develop new, less toxic substitutes
for the waste products that end up in
the environment. We have to
redesign our manufacturing
processes so they genera te less
waste. We have to improve the
efficiency of our energy use so that
total combustion emissions are
reduced. We have to educate all our
citizens about the actions they can
take during their daily lives to reduce
pollution. As we modernize our
industry in response to the
competitive pressures of a global
marketplace, we must recognize that
less waste and increased efficiency
are often two sides of the same coin;
our ability to reduce waste and
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pollution will be om' me,lsure of our
ability to cumpete in the international
economy of the 1990s and beyond. In
short, EPA's R&D program has to be
planned and implemented to support
the wide range of activities, examples
of which Jre shown in hgure 1, that
must be undertaken throughout our
society if we hope to protect our
health and environment from future
risk.
This inevitable shift in EPA's
long-term environmental protection
strategy will have enormous
implications for EPA's R&D program.
Just as EPA has emphasized
command-and-control approaches
because of statutory requiremento, its
R&D program has emphasized shortterm, program-related rest'cUch that
supports regulatory development.

That kind of R&D ell1phasi~ is
understandable given the fact that
EPA's statutL)rily-milndated
regulatory responsibilities h,we
grown dramatically over tht' past
decade, while its R&D budget has
shrunk.
However, if EPA's envirunmental
protection strategy is to he refocused
on the reduction of pollution at its
source in anticipation of
environmental problems, then EPA's
R&D program has to bt' expanded
and reoriented to include much more
basic, long-term reseilrch not
necessarily tied to the immediate
regulatory needs of EPA's program
offices. Moreover, EPA must expc1I1d
and improve tht' pool of scit'ntific
and engineering tillent nccess,uy to
identify and solve envirunl1lental
problems.

FIGURE 1

Example Risk Reduction Strategies
IndividuJls

Communities and
Community Groups

Industry

FederJl J"d 5tJte
Governments

PREVENT
POLLL'TA:\T
GE\lERATIO\

Conserve
Energy

Reduce
pesticide use

Substitute
raw materials
dnd redesign
proces es

Ban certain
materials

RECYCLE
AND REeSE

Retu rn wastes 10
n:cvcling centers

Promote
and operate
recwhn a centers

ReclJim
solvents

Purchase
recvcled products

TREAT A\D
CO/l;TROL

InJect
an remove
asbestos

Treat water
supplies

Treat
ha/ardous

"Iandate air
and w"stewalt'r
treatment standards

Avoid fishing
and swimmillg in
polluted waters

Operate clean
sanitary landfills

REDUCE
RESIDL'AL
EXPOSL'RE

'.VJste

Operate clean
EstabH h high-Ievd
chemicallandftlls radiation disposal
facitltlb

The Ten Recommendations
n support of its belief in the

essential value uf struntj,
Icoordinated
EPA R&D program that
C\

has as its long-term goal the
prevention or reduction uf
environmental risk, the Research
Strategies Committee makes the
following recommendations:
I. EPA should shift the focus of its
environmental protection strategy
from end-of-pipe controls to
preventing the generation of
pollution. EPA should use a
hierarchy of policy touls that support
national efforts to 1) minimize the
amount of \Nastes generated; 2)
recycle or reuse the wastes that are
generated; 3) control the wastes that
cannot be recycled or reused; and 4)
minimize humiln and environmental
exposures to any remaining wastes.

2. To support this new strategy, EPA
should plan, implement, and sustain
a long-term research program. In
conjunction with EPA's program
offices and the external scientific
communitv, EPA's Office of Research
and Development should develop
basic core research programs in Jreas
where it has unique responsibilities
and capabilities.
3. EPA needs to establish better
mechanisms to ensure that a
coherent, balanced R&D strategy is
planned and implemented. EPA
needs to establish an internal
Research Strategy Council to oversee
its R&D program; a standing
committee of the Science Advisory
Board should provide an
independent review of EPA's core
research program; and the ASSistant
Administrator for Research and
Development should be changed
from a political to a career position.

4. EPA must improve its capability
to anticipate environmental
problems. EPA should explicitly
develop and use monitoring systems
that help the Agency anticipate
future environmental conditions, i1nd
it should create a staff office that
would be responsible for anticipating
environmental problems and then
recommending actions to address
them.
5. EPA should provide Federal
leadership for a national program of
ecological research by establishing
and funding an Environmental
Research Institute. The Institute
would conduct a core ecological
research program, monitor and
report on trends in ecological quality,
and provide a catalyst for ecological
research efforts funded by other
Federal agencies, state governments,
universities, and the private sector.
6. EPA should expand its efforts to
understand how and to what extent
humans are exposed to pollutants in
the real world. To help improve
current understanding of human
exposure, EPA should place m.uch
greater emphasis on the use ot
personal monitors and biomarkers,
and it should validate many of its
human exposure models.

needs to improve the education,
training, technology transfer, and
research programs that support such
actions.
9. EPA needs to increase the
numbers and sharpen the skills of
the scientists and engineers who
conduct environmental research.
EPA should increase grant programs
and initiate training programs to
increase the national supply of
technical personnel, and it should
use existing mechanisms, such as the
Intergovernmental Personnel Act, to
bring about a closer collaboration
between EPA scientists and
engineers and the external scientific
and engineering community.
10. EPA's R&D budget should be
doubled over the next five years. If
the nation is willing to spend $70
billion per year cleaning up and . .
protecting the environment, then It IS
reasonable-indeed, barely
sufficient-to spend one percent of
that amount on EPA research that
helps determine how the national
environmental protection budget can
be allocated most effectively.

7. EPA should initiate a strong
program of epidemiological research.
Such studies should be designed to
support regulatory efforts and to
develop information on potential
new environmental and health
problems.
8. EPA should expand its efforts to
assist all those parts of society that
must act to prevent/reduce
environmental risk. Since state,
local, individual, and private sector
actions will become increasingly
important for reducing the amount of
waste and pollution generated, EPA
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CHAPTER
TWO

Background
hen the Environmte'ntal
Protection Agency wa~
established in 1'170, une of it~ mLljor
missions ,\',lS to integrate the
different environmental protection
responsibilitie~ then existing in
different Federal agencies. Before
1970, those responsibilitie~ had been
organized primarily by the different
environmental media-air, water,
and land-that they were meant to
protect. Yet, as President Richard
Nixon noted in his message to
Congress establishing EI' A: "Despite
its complexities, for pollution control
purposes the environment must be
perceived as a single, interrelated
whole." EPA's organization plim
recognized the intermedia causes and
effects of air, water, and land
pollution, and proposed a "far more
effective approach to pollution
control" which would:
• Identify pollutants.
• Trace them through the entire
ecological chLlin, observing and
recording changes in form as they
occur.
• Determine the total exposure of
man and hi~ envirunment.
• Examine interactions among forms
of pollution.
• Identify where in the eculogical
chain interdiction would be most
appropri3te.

W

Thus EPA was launched with the
explicit assumption that it would be
concerned not simply with the effects
of particular pollutants in the
different environmental media, but
with the larger, overarching issues
related to human health and
environmental quality. The Agency
was intended to tLlke a long-term
view of the overall conditio'n of the
environment and its capacity to
support a healthy life for all species,
including humans.
6

EP A's R&D respon~ibilities were
defined in the Sdme bruad terms.
According to the l'17U ReorgLlniz,ltion
Message:

research. Second, the long-term
research that has been plLlnned by
ElJA often h,\s been subject to
iunding cuts in bvor of projects with
more immediate public and political
"Fire EPA wOllld irave tire capacity to
interest. In short, funding fur
do research Oil importallt pollutlints
long-term research at EPA is not only
irrespective of the media in which they
very limited, bu t it is also It'nuous
appear, and on the impact of these
irom year to year, conditions that
poUlttallts Oil the total elwironmnlf.
tend to undermine the rese<Hch itseli,
Both by itself and toXt'ther with other
the morale oi the scientists LInd
axencics, the EPA would mOllitor the
engineers who conduct it, dnd the
condition of th(' etlvironm('lltrespect and cooperation oi the
biological as weI/as physical. With
scientiiic community outside EPA.
l!"ll'se data, the ErA wortld be abl(' to
This situation, which is
establish qUClntitatiue '('fwironmental
understandable in terms oi
L'asclin('s' ~ritical if we tire to
immediate public concern~ and
l1l('llsurc adequately the success lJr
limited R&D budgets, is very shortfailure of Oltr pollution abatcment
sighted
in terms oi national policy.
efforts. "
For a number oi reilsons, an R&D
In the years that iollowed, the new program shaped almost exclusively
Agency was given a host oi specific
by the near-term needs of EP A' s
responsibilities beyond its more
program offices will not necessarily
general mandLlte. In response to
provide the scientiiic and engineering
widespread public concerns,
iniormation needed to protect human
Congress passed a series of major
health and environmental quality
environmental laws requiring ElJA to
over the long term.
protect air quality, water quality, and
First oi all, EPA's regulatory
drinking water, control pesticides
activities are not necessarily iocused
and toxic substances, ensure the saie
on the environmental problems that
disposal oi solid and hazardous
pose the greatest risks to public
wastes, and clean up abandoned
health and weliare. R::lther, they are
hazardous waste sites.
iocused on the environmental
In each of these areas of specific
problems deiined in EPA's enabling
responsibility, EPA faced substantial
legislation, which in turn reflects
scientific uncertainty. The risks posed public concern about the effects of
by the different pollut,lnts in
different contaminants in diiierent
different media were not well
environmental media. Yet neither the
understood. In many cases the
depth oi public concern nor the
technologies needed to control them
stringency oi environmental law is
were unknown or not yet fully
necessarily an accurate measure of
developed. Thus, despite its original
the relative seriousnes~ of the
charter to take a long-term view oi
environmental risks iacing us today.
human health and environmental
The public ultimLltely will understand
quality, EPA has had 'to devote a
those risks, just as they are
larger and larger share of its R&D
beginning to understand the
budget to the support oi near-term
implications of global warming, but
regulatory development required by
not until unnecessary health and
environmental law.
environmental costs have been
EPA's emphasis on R&D that
imposed, or irreversible damages
supports its speciiic legislated
have occurred.
responsibilities hilS had two negative
Second, the environmental laws
effects on its long-term research
that EPA currently administers in
efforts. First, it has sharply limited
most cases require EPA to impose
the resources available for long-term

end-of-pipe contruls un c1ilsses of
pollutant suurces acruss the nation as
,1 whule. Those end-of-pipe
controls-usually un largt' pollution
sources lil-.e powerplanb, or on large
classes of pollution sources lik!:'
automubilcs-have wurked
reasonably well, ilnd they have
resultt:d in measurable improv,'ments
in environmental quality. Huwever,
the steady increase in some pollutant
loadings---Iike solid waste-and the
intractability of some pullution
problems·-like grllund-level ozonedespite end-of-pipe controls
necessitate that more and nl0re
small, d centralized sources be
controlled. Cuntrolling such suurces
will require the use of a number of
different risk reduction approaches
like materials substitution,
redesigned pruducts and production
processes, recycling, <1I1d lifestyle
changes. Yet the kinds of reseMch
that would support such approaches
are not likely to be initiated by EPA
program uffices with extensive and
immediate Federal commilnd-andcontrol responsibilities.
Third, implementing pollution
cuntrol alternatives like materials
substitution, recycling, and lifestyle
changes will require that st.~te and
local governments, privilte industry,
and individual families all take steps
to reduce the generation of wastes
and contaminJnts. This
decentralizatilln of risk reduction
responsibilities is positive and
necessary in light of uur growing
recognition that significilnt
environmental risl-.s Me linked to the
typical activities of our everyday
lives.
Althuugh the Federal government's
role in such circumstances may
change, EPA still has the
responsibility to conduct research
that will help other parts of our
society act to reduce environmental
risks. EPA must fulfill that
responsibility, becJuse no one eise
will. The private sector is unlikely to
undertake research on risk reduction

techniqu~s thilt will not h,lVe wide
commerciJI application. Nu nne
company, or industry, is likely tll
have a unique, sizeable stilke in
many future environmental issues,
thus making basic environmental
research ha'rcl to justify tl1
management or invt:'stms. Municip,ll
governments---one importJnt user of
risk reduction reseJrch-traditilll1ally
have nut invested in such research,·
because thl'y can barely .1iford the
cost of the traditionJI technologies
needed to manage solid waste, treat
wastewater, or prutect drinl-.ing
water.
[n shmt, no individual local
government or private business is
likely to fund research needed by
many 10C<11 governments Llnd private
businesses to help reduce their WJsle
streams. Yet, as mure and more
elements of our society become
directly involved in the business of
risk reduction, such research clearly
is needed.
Fourth, the specific regulatury
requirements of EPA's program
offices often result not in the
eradication of a pollutant, but in the
transfer of that pollutant from one
medium to ;Jnuther. Even though
EPA was established explicitly to
address the cross-media effects of
pollutants, their sources, and their
control technologies, the Agency's
media-oriented program structure,
developed to implement
media-oriented legislatiun, h.1S found
it difficult to integ·ratt:· cross-mediJ
concerns. The same media-oriented
programs .He unlikely to have an
immediate interest in research thJt
addresses cross-media issues.
Cross-media environmental
problems are especially troubling in
light of recent concerns over the risks
posed by land dispoSJI of solid and
hazardous wastes. [n the 1970s air
and water pollutants concentrated
and collected by end-of-pipe controls
were mutinely disposed of on land.
Now, however, the disposal of
wastes on land is strictly regulated.
Our growing need tu eliminate

pollutiun, not simply muve it frum
place tu pl,Kl'. is lilusing us to llJl,k
beyond end-of-pipe polluliun
contmls. Yet pn1grilm-relakd
research is nut likely tu provide lhe
kind of infort11,ltll1n needed tu
deve!up and implement thuse new
cuntrols.
Finally, eln R&LJ prograill driven by
existing policy c(Jnsideratiulls will be
inherently wl'ak tu the t~Xtl'llt thdt it
fails to <lI1tiCip.ltl· the future. As the
history of hurn.m discasl' clearly
dl'mun~trates, curing d disl'Ztse
already afflicting IMge numbl'r~ uf
people is much more difficult and
expensive than preventing the
outbreal-. uf disease in the first pl,Ke.
Simildrly, reducing thl' prl'SenCL' of a
pollutant in the environml'nt ill
anticipatioll of an l'llVironmental
problem, relther than Iii renetirlll to In
environmental prublel11, is iI mOrt'
sensible national policy. El' A's
program uffices must redct to the
environmentcl1 prublems th.lt caused
their enabling legislcl tion to be
passed; consequently, they h,lve
insufficit.'nt incentive to support
long-term research that investigates
the fundilrnentJI relationships of
l'cosvstem structUrE' clnd function that
can give edrly warning uf possible
environmental problems in the
future. Yet that kind llf reseilrch,
seen in the perspective uf lung-term
quality of life and long-term cosu"
may bt.' the most important uf .11!.
In summary, although EPA's
near-term rcst'<1rch provides eSSl'n tiel1
support to the prugr.lm offices in
their cHurts to carry LJut their
immediate stJtutory responsibilities,
that research does not support the
kind uf integrated '1pproach to risk
reduction thell will be needed to
protect humiln health and the
environment over the lung term. The
long-term rese,m:h thilt is critical to
the shaping of future natiollal
environmental ~xllicy is nut being
adequately planned or fundl'd at
EPA todJy.
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CHAPTER
THREE

1

The Ten
Recommendations

any of the most seriuus
environmental problems facing
M
this country will not be solved

EPA should shift the focus of its environmental
protection strategy from end-of-pipe controls to
preventing the generation of pollution.

through the use ot end-ot-pipe
controls alone. In some cases, like
ground-level ozone, end-of-pipe
controls have already been applied,
but more needs to be done. In some
cases, like indoor air pollution,
end-of-pipe controls simply are not
appropriate or practically feasible.
And in some cases, like hazardous
waste disposal, end-of-pipe controls
are becoming more and more
expensive. If we hope to protect the
environment and human health from
environmental problems like
stratospheric ozone depletion,
hazardous wastes, and surface water
and estuarine pollution, we have to
begin controlling pollution long
before it reaches the end of the pipe.
We have to prevent pollution at its
source.
As the Federal agency primarily
responsible for protecting human
health and environmental quality,
EPA should refocus its strategy for
controlling pollution. As it has
already begun to do in some areas,
EPA should encourage the use of a
broader array of policy tools,
including those that foster changes in
individual, community, industry, and
institutional behavior. EPA should
make a greater effort to apply
different policy tools in the following
order:
• Whenever possible, environmental
protection efforts first should be
aimed at minimizing the amount of
wastes or pollutants generated. Thus
waste reduction at its source-for
example, through product design
changes, industrial process changes,
or material substitution-should be a
primary objective.
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• For those wastes or pollutants that
are generated, every effort then
should be made to recycle or reuse
them in an environmentally sound
manner. For example, community
recycling programs should be an
important feature of the nation's
solid waste disposal efforts, and
industry should be encouraged to
reuse as much of its hazardous
process wastes as possible.
• For those wastes or pollutants that
cannot be recvcled or reused,
treatment, de~truction, and disposal
technologies should be applied.
These risk preventiOn/reduction
tools, like municipal wastewater
treatment facilities and automobile
emissions controls, are usually the
basic regula tory component of EPA's
existing programs.
• After all reasonable waste
reduction options have been applied,
human and environmental exposures
to any remaining wastes should be
minimized. Containment and
isolation of radioactive w3stes is one
example of this approach. Figure 2
illustrates this hierarchy of policy
options for reducing risk.

There are a number uf advantages
assllciatcd with shifting our pollution
control emph'lsis frlim the end of tht'
pipe to the source of the pollution.
For one thing, it is often cheaper to
redesign ind ustrial processes, ur
separate and recycle solid waste,
than it is to pay for the dispose,l of
wastes in well-controlled landfills or
incinerators. They are certainly more
cost-effective than the remedial
progr<1ms that Jre sometimes
necessarv to remove wastes or
contami~ants from the environment.
Reducing pollution ,It its source
also avoids the cross-media problems
that may result when end-ofthe-pipe control of pollutil1n
in one medium simply transfers the
pollution to another medium. Finally,
by reducing the use of materials
known to be h.Hmful to hum,lIl
he<llth or the envirunment, we can
reduce th" worker ,md consumer
exposures th<1t sometimes occur even
if the end of the pipe is well
controlled.
Just <IS EPA's regul,ltory role will
change as it incorporates this broader
approach to cnvirunmental
protection, its R&D role will change
as well. EPA must conduct research
that supports mdteri,tls substitution,
industrial proCt'SS ch<'lnges, and
recycling technulogies, bt'cause it is
unlikely tn<lt any individu,tl

community or small business will
have the incentive or resources to do
it. Even though such R&D may not
directly support EPA's regulatory
activities, it will support this
country's broader environmental
goals. It alsu will be an invaluable aid
to all the businesses and
communities and families across the
country that must change their
everyday lives if we are to solve
some of our most pressing
environmental problems.

FIGURE 2

Hierarchy for Risk Reduction Research
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To support this new strategy, EPA should plan,
implement, and sustain a long-term research program.
A s is evident in the lanb~age used
J-\.to establish EPA In 1970, the
Agency's responsibilitil's go beyond
the regulatory actions mand,lted by
environmental statutes. EPA is also
responsible for supporting in a
broader wav the basic he,llth and
environme~tal objectives from which
its regulatory programs ,ue derived.
Therefore, EPA's R&D eiforts have to
be targeted not only on short-term,
program-related issues, but also on
longer-term issues related to risk
preven tion/red uction in gencr,11.
EPA should begin immediately to
identify those core dfeilS of research
where ·it has unique responsibilities
and capabilities, and where
long-term efforts are needed to

identify, aSSl'SS, and mitigatl' serious
risks. Those cure research areas
should be sek'c!ed c1ccurding to their
ilbility to:
• Address environmental problems
that can be expected to persist for CI
decade or more;
• Generate scientific results thilt are
likely to support a number of existing
and/or anticipated Federc11, state, or
local control programs, whether
regulatory or non-regulatory; and
• Provide Scientific information,
engineering innovatiuns, or new
technology unlik..'ly to be generated
by the private sector, other parts of
the Federal government, or state
governments.

The Research Str,l tegies Committee
has prepared five sepurate
documents---listed as appendices to
this report-thJt examine the current
state of environmental rese,Hch and
recommend a number of important
core research areas related to: 1) the
sources, transport, and fate of
pollutants; 2) the assessment of
human and environmental
exposures; 3) ecological effech; 4)
human health effects; and 5) risk
reduction in general. A list of
candid,1te core research areas
discussed in the five ,1ppendices to
this report is shown in Figure 3. EPA
should use those suggestions as the
starting point in its formal efforts tu
define ,1 specific list of core research
Meas.

FICURE 3

Candidate Core Research Areas
Sources, Transport. and Fate
• CharcKterizing sources and discharges
• Transport, conversion, and interaction in the environrru.'nt
• Models fur predicting form .:lnd concentration uf pollutanb
• Methods for ,1nticipating future environmental problems
Exposure Assessment
• Total expusure assessment methudo!Llgy
• Person,11 monitoring
• Models for predicting exposure
• Biological markers of exposure
Ecological Effects
• Assessing risks to eco!L1gical systems
• Defining the status of ecologiGll systems
• Detecting trends and changes in ecological systems
• Predicting changes in ecological systems
Health Effects
• Neurotoxicity
• Reproductive toxicity
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•
•
•
•
•

Respiratory system effects
Carcinugenicity
Biological markers uf disease
Methods of extrapolating animal effects tu humans
Epidemiology

Risk Reduction
• Preventing pollutant generiltion
• Combustion and thermal destructiun
• Separatiun technulogies
• Biological approaches fur detoxificatiun and degrarla tion
• Chemical treatment of concentrated wastes and residues
• Ultimate containment methods and approaches
• Exposure avoidance
• Risk communication
• Incentives for risk reduction
• Education and technology transfer
• Environmental manClgement and control systems

3
EPA's formal process of defining
core research areas should begin with
the Agency's senior scientists and
engineers in consulta tilln with its
program offices. It is important thilt
the program lJffices be included in
the process, so that the Agency's
long-term R&D efforts are rela ted to
the basic scientific uncertainties that
impede EPA's short-term regulatory
efforts. Program office involvement
in defining core research areas also
will help link the two different-but
complementary-aspects of EPA's
overall R&D program.
EPA also should find wavs to
involve the external scientific
community and other affected
groups-such as state governments
and universities-in defining core
research areas and the R&D
programs undertaken in those areas.
For example, the Science Advisory
Board could convene periodic
workshops involving EPA's scientists
and engineers, EPA's program
offices, and external interests in
order to build consensus and external
support for EPA's core research
programs.

EPA needs to establish better mechanisms to ensure that
~ coherent, balanced R&D strategy is planned and
Implemented.

E

PA's commitment to an R&D
strategy that bal.mces short-term
and long-term research needs must be
institutionalized. Unless an
appreciation of the relative value of
long-term research is built intu EPA's
planning and management structure,
such research will continue to be
underemphasized.
EPA should take steps to ensure
that long-term research needs dnd
risk reduction opportunities are
considered as part of a coherent,
balanced R&D strategy. First, EPA
should establish a new ReseiHch
Strategy Council made up of the
Administrator, Deputy
Administrator, the Assistant and
Deputy Assistant Administraturs for
Research and Development, and th~
Deputy Assistant Administrators of
the program offices. Using their
broad Agency experience, the
members of the Council would
oversee the process of defining core
research areas, and thev would
review and approve th~ core research
programs planned each year. The
Council would focus especially un
long-term, cross-media
environmental problems that are not
the specific responsibility of any EPA
program office, and they would
ensure that R&D funds are available
to study such problems. [n short, the
Research Strategy Council would
work to ensure that EPA's R&D
plans respond to environmental
concerns beyond thL)se addressed by
EPA's statutorilv-mandated
regulatory prog~ams.
In order to assist the Council
incorporate a long-term perspective
into EPA's research planning
process, the Science Advisory Board
should establish a standing Research
Strategies Committee that would

review EPA's core research programs
and advise the Research Strategy
Council on its content and quality.
That kind of external, independent
review would bring a broader
perspective and wider range of
scientific expertise to EPA's R&D
planning process.
Finally, in order to improve the
likelihood that long-term research
plans in fact are implemented over
the long term, EPA's Assistant
Administrator for Research and
Development (ORO) should be
changed from a political to a career
position. Throughout EPA's history,
no ORO Assistant Administrator has
held the position for more than three
years; since 1980, no individual has
remained in that position more than
two years. Consequently, no leader
of EPA's R&D program has stayed at
the Agency long enough to
implement a sustained, long-term
research strategy. If the Assistant
Administrator for ORO could expect
to stay in office for an extended
period, then it is more likely that a
long-term research strategy would be
carried forward to completion.
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EPA must improve its capability to anticipate
environmental problems.

B

ecause environmental legislation
tends to be driven by public
concerns about existing
envirunmentdl prublems, [['A's
statutorily-mandated regulatory
programs tend to be focused on
existing environmental problems.
EPA's R&D program, in turn, is
almost entirely devoted to the
definition, assessm,'nt, and control of
existing problems.
Yet, dS history has shown again
and ag,lin, cleaning up chemicals in
the environment after biological
damage already has occurred is
difficult, expensive, elr impossible
from a practic<.ll standpoint. Worker
illness led to the discuvery of Kepone
in the James river; deael dnd dying
cattle led to the discovery of
polybrominated biphenyls in feed;
malformed oysters led to the
discovery of 'tributyltin in h,ubors. In
each case, the problem was not
discovered until substantidl he,11th
and/or econumic costs had been
incurred, and e<lch case entailed a
long and expensive cle,m-up
program.
Clearly, great benefit can be
derived from the identification of
trends in environmental qu,llity
before they begin to Gl11SL' serious
ecological or human health problems.
With more ledd time, material
substitutes can be developed,
manufacturing processes redesigned,
or traditional end-of-pipe controls
put in place at substantially lower
cost. Early identification and
response to a potential problem can
sharply reduce ad verse effects on
human heLllth and environmental
quality. Public discussions of
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differen t possible cuursl', uf action
are likely to be morL' reasonabll:' and
less emotionally charged, if the
public does not fed a sense of
emergency or catastruphe.
There are '1 number of steps EPA
should take to enhc1rlce its ability to
anticipate cnvironmenl<11 problems
bdore public feMs are Moused, and
before costly, elfter-the-fact clean-up
actions arc required. For eXc1rnple,
EPA should broaden its
data-gathering dforts. Monitoring
programs arc velluable for their ability
to paint J picture of present
conditions; if continued, they can
help describe \-vhat has happened to
the quality of dn ecosystem over
time. But thev also art~ invalu,lble
tools for hclp'ing anticipate the
future; they can be used to predict
the environmental consequences of
continued patterns of pollutant
loadings.
EPA need, to begin monitoring <1
far broader range of environmental
chMacteristics ,1I1d cont.lminclnts than
it has in the past. Although we
understand a lot about the handful of
chemicals that alreadv arc known to
cause cnvironment,d 'prublt'ms, we
know relatively littk about the
thousands of chemicals used in
modern society, dnd thilt possibly
could cause adverse dects on human
health dnd ecosystems over the long
term. Thus EPA should expand its
use uf monitoring activities that can
foretell health .:md ecological risks.
Past analvsis of the muscles and
adipose tissue hewe provided
invaluable inform,ltion on a wide
range of cuntamin,lnts actu,llly
accumulating in living Cre,ltures.
Those kinds of studies sh,Juld be
increased in the future.
EPA should take two specific steps
to improve its anticipatory capacities.
First, EPA should undertake research

on techniques thdt can be used to
help ,1nticipate environmental
problems, and it should m,lke a more
concerted effort to be aware of and
interact with the research efforts of
other Federal agencies concerned
with the identification and
anticipation of environmental
problems. Such research would
involve a retrospective examination
of how problems have been
identified in the p,lSt, and it should
utilize emerging technique, for
forecasting future environmental
conditions.
St'cond, a staff office should be
created within EPA for the purpOSE'
of evaludting environmentel1 trends
Jnd assessing other predictors of
poten tial environmen tal problems
before they become acute. The
primary mission of this office wOllld
be to identify potential and emerging
ecological and human health
problems. The office would analY7e
potential problems, dr,1\ving upon
technical expertise within and
outsidt' the Agency. The office would
also prepare an annu,ll report to the
EPA AdministrJtor th,lt describes
potentially significant trends in
health and environmcnt.:ll dat,l ,md
outlines possible Agency responses.
The conclusions dncl
recommendd tiuns of th,l t report then
would be considered in [['A's
strategic pldnning for reseilrch and
development.
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EPA should provide Federal leadership for a national
program of ecological research by establishing and
funding an Environmental Research Institute.
cologiC.:J1 syskms such as forests,
rangelands, ,md fresh and
saltwater wetlands are enurmuusly
valuable from buth an environml'l1tal
and economic perspective. Yet we
understand relatively little about how
those complex, interrelated systems
are being affected over time by
pollutant IOildings. Most past
ecological research has investigated
the effects of particul<lr pollutanb un
particular speCies-for eXc1mphc, the
development of single species
ecotoxiculogiGll test methods to
support rcgulatiom under the Toxic
Substances Control Act. The larger
questions related to total pollutc1nt
loadings, multimedi.1 d'fects, .1nd
cumulative, long-term t'Hects on
interwoven biological communities
remain unanswered.
A number of Federal organizations
besides EPA-for example, the
Department of Interior, the
Department of Agriculturt', the
National Oceanic and Atmospht'ric
Administration, the National Institute
of Environmental Health Science.,
and the National Scienct'
Foundation-carrv out research on
ecological system~, the ways in
which they are afft'cted by
environmental pllilution, and the
potential human hlc'alth consequences
of those ecological dlterations, as do
private org.lllizations, universities,
and state governmt'nts. With the
exception of the inwstig.ltion of
humcm health effects, however, there
has been little na tion.:l! focus or
leadership for those efforts.
Furthermore, t'cological research in
this country is neither ClJordinated
nor comprehensive t'nough to
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provide an ongoing assessment of
the health of various ecosysttems.
Bl.'G1use EPA has thl.' primary
Fedt'ral responsibility for proll.'cting
ecosystems, EI' A shuuld provide the
Fedcra I leadt'rship fur an enlJrged,
coordinated program of national
ecological research. To provide the
visibility, stability, and intellectual
focus for that reslc'Mch, EPA should
est.:Jblish and fund <l new
EnvironmentClI ResecHch Institute.
The Institute should be operated by J
contractor, much like the Department
of Energy's national laboratories, and
it should h,lVe severClI specific
functions:
• It should conduct a core ecological
research program.
• It should definl.' the ecologiccll
endpoints that nced to be monitored
to pmvidt' an overall picture of
ecological ht'alth, dt'termine which of
those endpoints are not being
cUHt'ntly monitored, and support
monitoring activities to fill data gaps.
• All relevant ecological data,
whether generClted inside ur outside
the Institute, should be collected bv
an Office of Data Systems within the
Institulte. Those data should be used
to define trends in ecologicClI quality,
and those trends should be described
in an annual report to the nJtion on
the overall quality of the
environment.
• It should providt' a national fOCJI
point for ecological research useful
not only to EPA, but to other
interested pMtit'S .1S we!1. Thus it
should be preparc>d to conduct
research funded by, or in cooperdtion
with, other Federdl dgencies, state
governments, universities, and tht'
priva lte sector.

• It should participate with the two
EPA Centers of Excellence-at
Cornell University and the University
of Rhode Island-thelt are dedicatted
to ecological reseelrch.
Because of thte excellent resources
already functioning in the I'ublic
Health Service, especially the
National Institutes of Health, the
Environmental Research Institute
would not engClge in health effects
research. Nor would it supersedt'
ongoing ecological research efforts.
Ratht'r, it is meant to supplement
and build on current ecological
research in a systematic, coordinated,
and collaborative wav. The overall
goal of the Institute ~hould be to
define a comprehensive ecological
research program and then
implement those parts of it that arc
not alreCld y being carried out either
inside or outside the Federal
government. In filct, because the
Institute would provide centralized
leadership fur the n.1tiun's ecological
research efforts, other Federal
agencit's, state governments, or the
private sector may be interested in
funding specific kinds of ecological
research of particul<H interest to
them. Although EPA should provide
the initial administrative impetus and
funding, and be prepared to continue
its support over the long term, the
Environmental Research Institute
should act and be perceived as a
national institution of n.1tional
benefit.
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EPA should expand its efforts to understand how and to
what extent humans are exposed to pollutants in the real world.
enerally accepted toxicolobic.ll
test methods have been
developed for determining th"
adverse health effects of different
substances. In assessing risk,
however, it is also necessarv to know
the concentrations and dur~tions to
which people are exposed during
their daily lives. In fact, there is
usually greater uncertainty about the
level, duration, and pattern of
human exposure than there is ilbout
the health effects of a given level of
exposure. Although (Ll-nsiderable
progress has been made in
developing effective methods of
measuring human expusure, much
more needs to be done.
Exposure assessment in the past
has consisted simply of determining
the concentration of a chemical in the
immediate vicinity of an individual
and then making various
assumptions about the levels inhaled
or ingested. In reality, however, the
important toxicolugical question is:
How much of the chemical actually
impinges on the internal target
organ? Physical and biological
processes can affect the concentration
of the pollutant that is absorbed and
retained by a particular organ.
Alternatively, some processes
actuallv can convert a chemical into a
more t~xic substance in the bodv.
Recent progress has been made in
verifying and quantifying exposure
by examining biological tissue for the
presence of the chemical of concern
or the presence of biochemicals of
concern-i.e., investigating tell-tale
"biomarkers." EPA should act
aggressively to improve techniques
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fur Jssessing individual exposures,
v<llidate exposure models, and
improve the usc of biom<1rkers as
indicJtors uf expusure.
The Science Advisory Board
enthusiastically supports the l'lltal
Expusure Assessment Methodology
crEAM) approach tu determining
hum,lll exposure. This method
involves the use uf persunal munitors
that measure an individual's tutal
exposure to diffl'rent substances
during the course of daily activities.
The TEAt-.,r approach first
demonstrated the impurtance-in
some cases, the overriding
importJnce---of indoor air pollution.
This direct way of measuring
exposure needs to be utilized more
ext~'nsively. It not only can measure
the exposure of selected individuals
(e.g., those expected to be most
highly exposed), but it also can be
used to define the distribution of
exposures throughout a large
population. Improved techniques are
needed to extend the use of this
important tool to a wider range of
chemicals.
Currently, EPA often measures the
concentration of a chemical at some
emitting source (e.g., a smokestack),
and then uses mathematical
modelling to estimate the
concentration to which different
individuals are exposed. Using these
computer-driven models, the Agency
has been able to estimate exposure
levels that would occur under a wide
variety of assumed conditions, thus
generating data that would have
been very difficult, if not impossible,
to measure directly.
However, the Agency needs to
undertake a critical review of the
many different available models in
order to determine their site-specific
applicability and estimate their

accuracy and precision. Although
model validation is complex and
expensive, E['A has an ubligation to
lead efforts in this Mea. EPA shlluld
develop a priority ranking of models
to be evaluated, and establish d
schedule for validating the most
important ones.
The use uf biomarkers is an
interdisciplinary effort that links
physical, environmental, and
biomedical scientists in an effort to
anticipate and reduce human risk.
EPA should expand its efforts in this
area. In particular, the Agency needs
to explore the increased use of
biomarkers as quantitative
biochemical indicators of
environmental exposure and
biological effects. EPA also should
make every effort to draw on
the expertise and research results
found in other Federal
agencies--such as the National
Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences, the National Cancer
Institute, and the National Center hr
Toxicological Research-thJt '11ready
have well-established programs in
this rapidly emerging research area.
Finally, EPA's Centers of
Excellence program has proven to be
an effective way of involving the
academic community in targeted
environmental research, thus
generating new scientific knowledge
useful to EPA and the nation as a
whole. That program should be
expanded through the support of a
new university-based Center uf
Excellence dedicated tu exposure
assessment.
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EPA should initiate a strong program of
epidemiological research.
rom a regulatory perspective,
good epidemiologicdl ddta ,lfl:'
invaluable. Because those data are
generated through the study of large
numbers of real people living in the
real world, the conclusions drawn
from them are widely accepted and
acted upon. For instance, current
efforts to limit smoking in public
places are being driven by a
widespread belief that passive
smoking is harmful to health, a
conclusion based to a large extent 011
epidemiologicdl data.
EPA also has based some of its
most important health regulations on
epidemiological data. National
standards that limit the c,mcentration
of air pollutants, for example, are set
at levels to protect against the health
effects seen in epidemiological
studies. The Harvard-based Six Cities
Study, sponsored by the National
Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences, WdS extremely valuable to
EPA during its recent reviews of its
particulate and sulfur dioxide ,tir
quality standards.
However, to support its regulatory
activities, EPA makes much greater
use of occupational studies and
laboratory studies of anim;J!s.
Although such studies (em provide'
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useful information, the relevance of
those results is sometimes
questioned. For example, because
concentrations of chemic,11s found in
occupational settings arc usually
much higher than those found in the
general environment, adverse health
effects found in workers mayor may
not necessarily trc1l1slak into health
risks for the general population-which also includes children and the
elderly-exposed to lower
concentrations. Laboratory studies of
test animals ,1re sometimes
qUt'stiont'd because of differences
between the metabolic and regulatory
processes of test animals dnd
humans, in addition to the generally
large difference in dose levels.
Furthermore, the population of test
animals used in laboratories are far
more homogenous than human
populations.
Although occupational and animal
studies \Nill wntinue to play dn
important role in environmental
research, EPA needs to increase its
use of non-occupational
epidemiological studies, which
optimally allow the ,1ssessmen t ,)f
potential adverse human health
effects a t exposure levels of concern
to the general public. In spite of their
limitations, such studies-in
combination with well-conducted
experimental rescarch--can form the
basis for a "weight-of-evidence" that
may genera te consensus within the
scientific community regarding ,1
given environmental health risk.
EPA could improve the costeffectiveness of its epidemiological

research, and broaden the usefulness
of the results, by combining its
efforts with those of other
government agencies. for instance,
EPA could add to existing da ta bases
(for example, the National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey),
and cooperate with existing studies
of the workplace (for example, the
Dioxin Registry Study), particularly
when such studies are able to relate
dose to adverse effect. Within EPA,
epidemiological research should be
coupled directly with an improved
capability to monitor and assess
exposures-for example, through the
wider use of personal monitors and
biomarkers.
Furthermore, EPA should expand
its cooperative epidemiological
research with other countries where
existing pollution levels arc several
times higher than in the United
States. In addition to obtaining
valuable scientific data for the United
States, such an effort could foster
environmental protection effllrts
globally, and enhance U.S.
relationships with other nations.
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EPA should expand its efforts to assist all those parts of
society that must act to prevent/reduce environmental risk.
f our future efforts to protect
human health and environmental
quality are to be successful, more
and more elements of our society
must take steps to prevent/red uce
risk. State and local governments,
li,lrge and small businesses, and
individual families must act to reduce
the wastes and contaminants that arc
generated every day as we gu about
our normClI lives. State and local
governments have to rethin\-- their
zoning laws if we hope to protect our
fragile estuarine areas; manufdcturers
have to redesign their production
processes if we hope to control
hazardous wastes; families have to
separate their garbage if community
recycling programs are to succeed.
The preven tion/red uction of
environmental risk in the future is
going to require not only federal
regubtions and end-uf-pipe controls,
but also changes in lifestyle and
behavior throughout our society.
EPA needs to do d better job
conducting research that will be
useful to all the different elements of
our society involved in preventing/
reducing risk. Then it must find
better ways of transferring the results
of that research to the end-users,
especially the end-users who are
likely to achieve the greatest risk
reduction. To control chemical
wastes, for example, technulogy
transfer efforts should be targeted
initiallv to industries that use
chemi~als but have little expertise in
the chemistry of waste management.
SmalI- and medium-sized hazardous
waste generators could benefit
substantially from EPA's technology
transfer efforts, because they often
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are not aware of source reduction
and recycling options. State and local
governments are an especially
important target for the trdnsfer of
technical informatiun and training
tools, because they are responsible in
large part for the implementation and
enforcement of existing federal
environmental legislation, and they
are li\--ely to playa mdjor roll' in our
national respunse to future
environmental problems.
In shurt, EIJA must m.1\--e ,1 greilter
effort tu generate informatwn about
the full range of risk prevention/
reduction techniques and then
transfer thClt information tu all the
different people whu will need to use
it in the future. EPA also must
ensure that those end-users,
especidlly state governments, dre
involved in the planning of EPA
activities that are intt:nded to serve
them.
In addition, EPA shuuld support
the development and implementation
of education programs that teach
targeted groups about different kinds
of environmental risks and the steps
that they can take to prevent/reduce
them. Such support should include
educational mdteri.1ls, handboo\--s,
audiovisuals, semindrs, and training
courses. EPA's current information
and training related to asbestos
removal is a goud example of the
content and value of that kind of
support, and it should be rt'plicdted
in areas such as lead paint removi'd
and integrated pest management.
EPA also should work
cooperatively with privdte industry
and universities to incorpurate
environmental studic's and training
into academic curricula. Students
studying business, chemistry, public
policy, economics, medicine, and
mechanical, electrical, <wd petroleum

engineering should all be exposed to
the concept of environmental risk
and the techniques of environmental
risk reduction. As with so many
other problems, widespread public
education is one of the best WilvS to
reduce environmentdl risk and' EP A
must playa major role in
environmental education.
Finally, EPA should cc1rry out
research-including non-traditional
research-that will be useful to the
universe of end-us(·rs. EI' A shuuld
dedicate R&D funds not only to
cullect environment'll data and
develop control techniques useful to
a broad spectrum of people, but also
to study more effective wavs of
commu'nicaling infurmdtior~. For
example, EPA should try to find
better ways of defining risk itself,
and better ways of educ,1ting the
public about the nature of ris\-- and
the steps they can ta\--e to
prevent/reduce it. Moreover, Ill,1ny
effective actions that reduce
environmental risk do not employ
trdditional control technologies, e.g.,
restricted activities in wetlands,
integrated pest man,1gement
practices, and right-to-know
activities. EPA must haw a strong
research program tu support those
\--inds of dctions cit the stilte <1lld 'local
levels.
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EPA needs to increase the numbers and sharpen the
skills of the scientists and engineers who conduct
environmental research.
he single most important element
of our national environmental
T
R&D effort are the environmental
scientists and engineers themselves.
Whether those scientists and
engineers work inside or outside
EPA, their numbers, education,
skills, and professional experiences
must be enhanced if we are to attain
our na tional risk prevention/
reduction goals. Thus EPA must
do more to increase the amount
and improve the quality of
the scientific and engineering talent
dedicated to environmental research.
To that end, EPA must strengthen
the links between EPA and the
external scientific community. Those
linkages are valuable for a number of
reasons. Environmental research is
not an activity unique to EPA; it is
being conducted in public and
private sector laboratories and
universities across the country and
internationallv. EPA's research
should take place in that larger
context, so that it supports and
builds on the environmental research
carried out elsewhere.
Furthermore, each of the elements
of our national environmental
research effort will be improved by
the cross-fertilization of scientific
ideas inside and outside the Agency.
The more the scientific community at
large understands about EPA's '
scientific goals and projects, and the
more that EPA's scientists know
about research outside the Agency,

the greater the benefit to our national
effort as a whole.
EPA could improve this intellectual
cross-fertilization by encouraging an
increased exchangt' of scientists and
engineers between EPA and the
external scientific community, both
nationally and internationall'y.
Existing mechanisms like the
Intergovernmental Personnel Act and
the Visiting Scientists and Engineers
Program could be lIsed to bring
outside talent into the Agency for
relatively short, rotational terms. The
proposed En vironmental Research
Institute also could be a source of
technical personnel willing to work
in EPA laboratories. Similarly, EPA
scientists and engineers should be
encouraged to broaden their
experience through sabbaticals at
universities or outside laboratories,
and there should be opportunity for
EPA personnel to work at the
Environmental Research Institute.
EPA scientists and engineers also
should be encouraged and allowed
time to contribute more extensively
to peer-reviewed periodicals.
EPA also must devote more
resources to the development of new
scientists and engineers who will
expand the pool of technical
professionals available to study
environmental problems. Without the
steady infusion of young talent into
university, state, Federal, and private
sector laboratories, the country could
face a personnel shortage that would
cripple our future environmental
protection efforts.
Thus EPA should expand its
support for its investigator-initiated
external grants program. Cp to ten
percent of an expanded EPA R&D

budget should be spent on grants to
the nation's colleges and universities.
Not only do those grants lead to
high-quality research, but they also
provide training opportunities for
young scientists and engineers
working on their undergraduate and
post-graduate degrees. Those
students in time will become the
backbone of our national
environmental research effort,
because they will be capable of
providing the broad scientific and
engineering expertise needed in the
future at the Federal, state, and local
levels. Furthermore, EPA should
initiate a program that provides
training grants to colleges and
universities interested in helping to
develop young scientists and
engineers.
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EPA's R&D budge should be doubled over the next five years.

ver the last t,,'n yedfs, U'A's
budget for reseiHch 'lnd
development Itds declined
drJmdtically. Li'A's 1:'( ILJi)lJ budgd
provided S3LJi) million (in const,1I1t
1982 Jollars) for R&D. L~y 1:'( 19o],
thilt figure h'ld dC'clinL'd by ..llmost
hillf, and since then it hilS risen to
abuut 5:'>17 million. In other words,
during the past decade I-YA's R&D
resources h,lVe shrunl; tv about 20
percent in reJlterms. (S:,,~ Figure 4.)
In th,l~ same period, El'A's IlL'L'd to
better understand environment,11 risk
has grown subs tan ti'llly. ellI1gress
has l'n,lcted major environmental
laws-e.g., Superfund (1980), RCRA
<lmendments (1LJ84), Superfund
amendments (1'186), Sdfe Drinking
Water Act amcnJments (ILJ86), and
Clean vVatcr Act <lnwlldments
(1987)-tll<1t give [['A broad new
regulatory rc'spollsibilities in Mc'as
clouded with scientific uncertaintv.
Several new environmental concerns
of national ..lndiL,r inlcrnational
proportiuns-Iike ilcid r,lin, indoLlr
air pollution, r,1don, strak1spheric
ozone depll'tion, and glob'll
warming-have emerged over the
past decdde. Thus the nation's need
for betler scientific informatioll on
the likely «lUSt'S and dfeds of a
wide GI~ge of environmental
problems has been gruwing at the
same time ,1S EI'/\'5 itbilitv to fund
the research that will gen'crute thdt
information has been shrinking.
EPA's R&D efforts must be
expanded rapidly, <'specielily in its
core research areaS, bec,luse of the
long-term health, vnvironm,'nt,ll, and
economic benefits they will bring to
the na tion as a whole While the
value of EPA's applied rcseill'ch often
is 'lpparent, the benefits of basic
research may n'lt manifest
themselves as quicklv ur as directly.
Yet basic research is equally valuable
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to our physical and economic health
in the long run. Basic resca rch is
valuable because it clarifies the
nature of chemical processes that
ma y con tribu te to, and biologiLa I
processt's that may be affected by,
the environmental contamination that
often results from hUlTl'lI1 activitv.
Basic resea rch is valua ble beca us~' it
can help us sec the long-term subtle
changes in ecosystems that foretell
serious risks in time for us to use risk
reduction optiuns other than
expensive, after-the-fact, clean-up

technologies. Finally, basic research
is valuable-indeed, invaluable---because it provides the fund'lment,11
knowledge that is essential for
innovative, economically-prod uctive
applied research within and outside
EPA.
Therefore, the Research Stra tegies
Committee strongly recl)mmends that
EPA's R&D budget be d,mbl,x! uvn
thle' next five years. An increase of
$375 million may seem extravagant,
especially in light of the current
Federal budget deficit ilnd strong
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public pressure to baLll1ce the
,
Federal budget. However, the natlun
invests approximJtdy S70 billiun per
yeilr in pollution contnll, Jnd thal
flgurl' is increa::.ing. We shuuld be
willing to invest at ledsl one pl'rCl'nt ,
uf tholt amount tu achieve the kind 01
he'llth, environInentilL ,1nd economic
benefits thilt have resulkd frum pdst
R&D efforts. Expending a small
fraction of uur n,l tional pollution
cuntrol budget to fund ,111 U'A R&D
progr;:tm that, amlJl1g ulher things,
would help determine the most
effective wavs to invest uur n,ltilln,ll
pollution Ctl~trol budgL·t does not
seem unredsonable.
An exp,lnded national investmt'nt
in EPA resea rch is even more
justifiable in terms of lhe economic
value of the resuurces that resedrch is
meilnt tu protect. It is difficult to put
a price on human health or
environmental quality. How much
are we willing to pay-as either
individuals or as a nation-to
preclude a single incidence of cancer,
or a single birth defect 7 How much
are we willing to pay to save a single
wetland, or preserve visibility in il
scenic area 7 Such LjucstilJns havt:
been debilted within EPA and the
larger scientific community fur many
yedrS, And while we have not found
a final answer, the stakes continue to
go up. For example, the health,
environmental, and economIc
consequences associ,lted with the
connection between atmllspheric
pollution and global warming are
staggering. Environmental research
can clarifv the situation by providing
scientific'data tu guide any actions
we mav have to take tu protect the
habitability of the plant't. Civen the
resources at risk, and the investment
we willingly m;:tke to control risks
that are well-defined, a doubling llf
EPA's R&D budget seems d most
appropriate use of national resources.
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